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J i t d li f f ti l t i• o n  mo e ng:  rom   unc ona   o mesoscop c 
representation.




• onc us ons. 
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zero deformation e emen s
elastic strains 
+ internal work






deformable FE elementsControl system FE structural•   
• rigid articulations
• flexible articulations








Combination of translation Rigid body motion
and rotation
i li l i mater a  
coordinates of 
point P
spat a  mot on 
of origin
Cartesian position and orientation of point P : are thus 










 singular configurations / their  
 Rodrigues parameters
 Euler Parameters
 Cartesian rotation vector
    
handling
 redundancy (e.g. Euler 
parameters: 4 → 1 constraint)  
 Conformal rotation vector 
 …
    .
 Composition rule (successive 
rotations).











In terms of Cartesian 









 General description of current point P motion made in  
i f i h h f ll iLagrang an orm w t t e  o ow ng parameters: 
• Absolute position vector x
• Cartesian rotation vectorψ 
N li i f l i i id i ll on near mapp ng o  angu ar quant t es prov es geometr ca y
exact formalism: 








• Beam is initially straight
• Cross sections remain plane and do not deform
• Shear deformation of neutral axis allowed







Obtained from position gradients along s before and after deformation
Neutral axis Cross section














K1 torsion of neutral axis







 Student CubeSat designed in Liège
 10x10x10 cm 
 1 kg
 D-STAR amateur-radio 
 digital-communication protocol
 Two deployable antennas  
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Deployment of astromast cell     
Geometry of 
corner body 





   
deployed 








Modelling of transmission belt       
• Finite element mesh: 7500 nodes, 14600 elements.
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method with scaling   
improved robustness of 
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• k Scaling coefficient. linear solution
System assembly 
 
q = DOF at structural level   
q e = D O F a t e l e m e n t l e v e l 
Le = D O F l o c a l i z a t i o n o p e r a t o r ( b o o l e a n ) 
λ = l a g r a n g i a n  m u l t i p  l i e r s 
• Boolean constraints: localization of DOF    
• Implicit constraints: algebraic treatment
System topology results implicitly from 
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Boolean assembly and constraint 
description
Dynamic equilibrium
• Formulation using the Augmented Lagrangian method
 







One step methods obey to the general form
Newmark type methods
 -           
Can provide unconditional stability over entire frequency range. 
 Accuracy /stability  properties  adjusted through free parameters.
 Second-order accuracy can be achieved. 
 Stability:  governed by spectral radius = highest eigenvalue of 
amplification matrix A.







• Newmark interpolation of displacements and velocities
 
• Pseudo-accelerations  an defined through collocation
• Residual form of equilibrium
4 t•  parame ers  
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Nonlinear system to be 
solved iteratively
Equilibrium iteration
 Linear solution step
 
with  matrix S linear combination (coefficients 
depending upon integration scheme) of matrices
 Sparsity linked to FE mesh topology.
 Can be solved using standard linear solver for         
large sparse systems.   
 The λ can be assimilated to ordinary DOF
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Time step size control     
• Drawbacks due to use of predefined, fixed time step size: 











Level 1: functional description
• purely kinematic model
d i ti b l b i t i t• escr p on y a ge ra c cons ra n s
• rigid behavior
• « perfect » interaction
Level 2: macroscopic engineering description
• semi-rigid behavior
• partial description by algebraic   
constraints.
• Addition of global constitutive laws (e.g. 
compliance, friction).
Level 3: detailed / mesoscopic description
• 3D geometric representation
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• Account of  structural detailing
• Finite element modeling
Revolute joint: functional description     
Parts A and B
2 rotation constraints 3 position constraints 
Boolean
 Base vectors of body A - reference configuration
 Base vectors of body B - reference configuration
Base ectors of bod A c rrent config ration
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  v   y - u  u
 Base vectors of body B - current configuration
























b d loom  ep oyment
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Boom design 









Deployment with flexible booms      
Boom -Y Boom +Y 
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Angular displacements
Deployment with flexible booms      
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• Minimization of mechanical parts.
• No sliding / moving interfaces. 
• But: detailed  3D modeling  essential to 
li b h i d
Rigid elements 37
represent non‐ near  e av or an  
buckling phenomena.
Static behavior 
Driving torque : 0.152 Nm    
H ldi t 6 67 No ng orque : .  m
Driving torque : 0.194 Nm
Holding torque : 6.67 Nm
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Deployed configuration        Stowed configurations
Features of dynamic behavior     











• To represent complex structural members by standard, linear FE 
models
Method
• Assume linear behavior in local (co-rotational) frame
• Produce reduced model with
u attachment modes to external system
u reduced set of internal modes to represent local behavior
Limitations
• Due to linearity assumption
• Recuperation of model components (superelement) from standard 
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linear analysis  missing information on inertia.
Modal synthesis: dual approaches
Static boundary 





















Underlying kinematic assumption   
• Solve with respect to elastic 
displacements 
• Modal representation of elastic displacements • Small displacement 




 Macroscopic gear models [Cardona, 1995]
Ki ti t i t b t h l t– nema c cons ra n s e ween w ee cen ers.
– Gear wheels = rigid bodies.
– Spring‐damper along normal pressure line.
C d / i i l d li f hi d f lt– ru e emp r ca mo e ng o  mes ng e au s: 
(e.g. backlash, friction, load transmission error).  
 Contact condition between full FE models
G t th d f ti d b t l– ear ee e orma on an  gear we  accura e y 
taken into account.
– Meshing defaults naturally modeled.
Long simulation times limited use–       .
 Contact condition between superelements
– Gear wheel flexible behavior globally accounted for.
Determination of actual contact points by means of
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–          
3D gear wheel geometry.
– Study of misalignment, backlash, gear hammering,…
Simple gear system
1) CAD modeling
2) FE modeling and model            
reduction




Craig & Bampton modal synthesis       
pinion gear
Number of teeth [‐] 16 24
Pitch diameter [mm] 73,2 109,8
Outside diameter [mm] 82,64 118,64
Root diameter [mm] 62,5 98,37
dd d f [ ]A en um coe .  ‐ 0,196 0,125
Tooth width [mm] 15
Pressure angle [deg] 20
Module [mm] 4,5
(Lundvall, Strömberg, Klarbring, 2004)
• 1 boundary node per tooth flank
100 internal vibrations modes Eigenfrequencies of internal 695 DOFS << 480171 for FEM
• Parallel rotation axis  no misalignment
• Large center distance  significant backlash





           
• For t > 0s : Viscous torque: T1 = ‐1 ω1 ; ω2= 667 rpm
• Time step: h=1E.‐6s
f100 146068 115469





• Coupling  between standard MBD and  FEA softwares. 
• Co-simulation of mechatronic systems.
• « Domain decomposition » of  very large problems for parallel 
processing  multi model solution -  .
Methodology
• Generally based on  the master / slave concept
• Different coupling levels can be envisaged, depending upon the 
nature  of coupled systems and degree of accuracy of final solution.
Example of multi-model solution
• vehicle dynamics simulation  in higher frequency range   requires




• Necessarily implies fully coupled solution.
Principle of multi‐model solution     
Master model M.slave model  Sk: 
DOF qMInternal DOF qki
slave model  Sk: 
coupling DOF qkM • no direct coupling between 
slave models.
• Linear solution for equilibrium  
it ti i t t d d l
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era on on n egra e  mo e   
through e.g. static condensation
Example: MBD car model with 
FE tire models    • Car body: rigid.
• Tires and twist 
beam: FE models. 
•  2.106 DOF.
Objective: to capture high frequency response to road 
roughness. 
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FEA tire equipped car model       
 2 validation rides at 60 km/h
• Straight ride with imposed variations of the slip 
lang e
• Straight ride over a comfort obstacle 
 Simulation done in 3 phases
St ti ilib i ( it ti i fl ti )• a c equ r um grav y + re n a on
• Kinematics (initial velocity field)
• Dynamic  ride








































ratio Total Cost ratio
1 d l (6 P ) 9087 1 1mo e   roc
1 model (12 Proc) 9087 0.62 0.66
1 model (24 proc) 9087 0 69 0 79    . .
Multi-model (4 slave 
models, 25 proc)
7787 0.29 0.25





FEA‐MBD integration: not a dream but a        ,     
reality.
Complexity of problems being addressed         
continuously increasing due to progress 
both in physical model quality computer        ,    
technology and numerical methods.
N i ill f ibl umerous top cs st  open  or poss e 
progress (e.g. contact/impact & friction,  
i i f )
www.nafems.org
post‐process ng, comput ng per ormance .   
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Thank you !
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